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Need to learn JavaScript fast? This best-selling reference's visual format and step-by-step, task-based instructions will have you up and running with JavaScript in no time. In this completely updated edition of our best-selling guide to JavaScript, leading Web and computing experts Tom Negrino and Dori Smith use crystal-clear instructions and friendly prose to introduce you to all of today's JavaScript essentials. Along the way, you'll find extensive coverage of Ajax and XML techniques, current browsers (Opera, Safari, Firefox), and more.   Visual QuickStart Guide--the quick and easy way to learn!

	
    Easy visual approach uses pictures to guide you through JavaScript and show you what to do.

    
	
    Concise steps and explanations get you up and running in no time.

    
	
    Page for page, the best content and value around.

    
	
    Companion Web site at www.javascriptworld.com offers sample scripts, updates, and more!
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Sports Photography: How to Capture Action and EmotionAllworth Press, 2007
For professional photographers, sports fans, proud parents, and anyone who wants to capture great sports pictures, this is the ultimate guide to sports photography. Seasoned sports photographer Peter Skinner uses 211 stunning examples from the work of Walter Ioss, Ben Chen, Bob Gomel, Duane Hart, Mark Johnson, and six other renowned...
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Electronic Design Automation of Analog ICs combining Gradient Models with Multi-Objective Evolutionary Algorithms (SpringerBriefs in Applied Sciences and Technology)Springer, 2013

	This book applies to the scientific area of electronic design automation (EDA) and addresses the automatic sizing of analog integrated circuits (ICs). Particularly, this book presents an approach to enhance a state-of-the-art layout-aware circuit-level optimizer (GENOM-POF), by embedding statistical knowledge from an automatically generated...
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Handbook of Computer Vision Algorithms in Image AlgebraCRC Press, 2000

	Image algebra is a comprehensive, unifying theory of image transformations, image analysis, and image understanding. In 1996, the bestselling first edition of the Handbook of Computer Vision Algorithms in Image Algebra introduced engineers, scientists, and students to this powerful tool, its basic concepts, and its use in the concise...
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Agile Processes in Software Engineering and Extreme Programming: 12th International Conference, XP 2011, Madrid, Spain, May 10-13, 2011, Proceedings (Lecture Notes in Business Information Processing)Springer, 2011

	This book contains the refereed proceedings of the 12th International Conference on Agile Software Development, XP 2011, held in Madrid, Spain, in May 2011. The year 2011 marked the 10th anniversary of the Agile Manifesto. In this spirit, the XP conference continued its fine tradition of promoting agility by disseminating new research results...
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Digital Video and DSP: Instant AccessNewnes, 2008
Although there are many variations and implementation techniques, video signals are just a way of transferring visual information from one point to another. The information may be from a VCR, DVD player, a channel on the local broadcast, cable television, or satellite system, the Internet, cell phone, MP3 player, or one of many other sources....
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Learning Puppet for Windows ServerPackt Publishing, 2015

	Organize your Windows environment using Puppet tools to unload administrative burdens in a short time!


	About This Book

	
		Learn to install and implement a Puppet server for Windows administration
	
		Script Puppet manifests, functions, templates and facts for Windows
	
		A...
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